HOMES

Wallpaper: Farrow and Ball

DESIGNED FOR LIGHT

Hallway: Placing a pendant at the
entrance creates a gentle glow
of illumination for a warm and
welcoming atmosphere as you enter
Lucy’s apartment. A second light at
the end of the corridor draws you
through the space and into the hub of
her home.

Some well chosen lighting helped bring Lucy Kane’s interior design project to life, writes Debbie Blott
Lighting is one of the most dynamic areas
of interior design but with rapidly changing
technology and regular new product
launches you either need to be prepared to
do a lot of time-consuming research or to
bring in an expert to help you to create the
perfect look and feel for your home. Lucy
Kane consulted Wimbledon based lighting
designer Virginie Avrillon-Dunne, of Splash
of Light and used the lighting proposal
she provided to create a beautiful and
practical scheme.
With just a few carefully considered focal
features lighting doesn’t have to be too
costly and once the wiring is in place can
continue to evolve over time. Carefully
positioned angle spotlights draw attention
to Lucy’s artwork or light up dark
cupboard corners.
Kitchen: Introducing separate circuits for
downlights, pendants, wall and cupboard
lighting provides the flexibility required for
the multiple functions of this central room.
The dining space is the most important
element to get right. The pendants
create a strong focal point over the table
encouraging people to gather round and, as
they are on their own circuit, can be dimmed
for a quiet ambiance when entertaining.

Master Bedroom: Careful consideration of the positioning of the lighting makes the most
of this relatively small room. Ceiling recessed, directional downlights provide good general
lighting and are positioned decoratively, to highlight the painting above the headboard
and functionally inside the wardrobe. Wall mounted flexible LED reading lights leave tables
free and provide just enough light to read. Drop down pendant lights either side of the
bed create a modern point of difference and a relaxing evening mood.
Virginie Avrillon-Dunne, Splash of Light, 07946 351056

Getting the opinion of a
lighting specialist enabled us to
realise a lighting scheme that
enhances how we use our home
and is far more sophisticated
than if we’d done it ourselves. The
builders wanted answers to where
the electrics should be when our
property was just a building site
and didn’t even have walls let alone
rooms. Virginie visited us onsite and
talked through how we would use
the space as a family. The result is
an adaptable lighting scheme that
brightly lights dark corners and
cabinets or relaxing mood lighting.
We have many more light switches
than if we had just designed it by
ourselves and it took us a while to
remember which one did what but
we are delighted with the results.

Bathroom: Elegant wall lights positioned either side of
the mirror ensure shadow free illumination for make-up
and shaving and are dimmable in the evening when
the bathroom becomes a sanctuary for bathing and
relaxing. The eye is always drawn to the brightest point
in a room and so ceiling recessed adjustable downlights
positioned at the back of the shower cubicle wash
light down the wall, extend the feeling of space and
highlight the colour and texture of the tiles.

Lucy Kane

Daughter’s Bedroom: Children’s rooms
require a different approach as they
spend more daytime playing in their
bedrooms and the flexibility to change
their lighting as their needs change over
time. The central cluster pendant adds
a pretty element to the interior design
and is dimmable for the evenings when a
calm and soothing atmosphere is desired.
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